Abstract: For object extraction, the target object in images often cannot be extracted completely and accurately using only low-level image features, especially from cluttered, occluded and noisy images. In practice, the shape of the target object is often known in advance, and edges can be extracted directly from image, which can contribute to the object extraction task. The authors introduce shape prior and edge to Markov random field (MRF) model, propose a shape and edge-driven MRF classification model for image object extraction. To exploit the shape prior, the energy function is defined by both image features and the known shape template. Image edges are extracted and added to the energy function to permit slight shape deformation. The whole energy function is minimised by graph cuts. In addition, an alignment process is introduced to handle the affine variations between target object and shape template. The edge reduces the influence of inaccurate shape alignment because of shape deformation and makes the result smoother. The experiments show that shape and edge play irreplaceable roles for accurate object extraction.
Introduction
Object extraction is significant for image analysis and understanding. The target objects can be extracted via the process by segmenting the image first, then recognising the objects, or by implementing segmentation and classification simultaneously. Generally, the features of the interested objects, such as spectral intensity, edge and/or texture, are used for discriminating different target objects. However, when the target is partly occluded, the background is complex, or the image is noisy, the task cannot be accomplished satisfactorily using only the low-level image features. Therefore some other features are needed. For example, in many cases the object shape is already known. Such high-level information can be used as prior knowledge to help improve performance on the complicated object extraction task [1] [2] [3] [4] . Shape can be represented by level set -or signed distance functions (SDFs) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , characteristic functions [10] , landmark points [11] or probability models, such as MRF [12] , probabilistic deformable model [13] . Shape can be the free-form formulation or parametric formulation [14] or can be constrained by local geometric criteria, such as continuity and smoothness [15] [16] [17] [18] . A family of parameterised curves can be used to model shape template and its deformations as well [19] [20] [21] . Localisation of a shape consists of matching a (deformable) template to the data in the image. Destrempes et al. [14] presents a model for deformations of shapes, and the localisation of a shape in an image is viewed as minimising the corresponding Gibbs field. Among them, researchers investigate SDF much more since it can represent continuous, closed and deformable contour, and can combine with the level set image segmentation method conveniently.
Markov random field (MRF) is one of the commonly used probabilistic graph models. They relate the uncertainty in data with prior knowledge based on Bayesian theory and Markov model [22] . MRF models provide a principled and elegant way to incorporate varieties of constraints into the image classification problems [23] . They are important and widely used in image classification. The shape prior is anticipated to improve the performance of MRF classification method. As mentioned before, shape can be represented by SDF and added to the level set image segmentation framework. However, it is hard to add to discrete MRF model and involve shape deformation. Some researches combined graph model with deformation model based on SDF and its variational segmentation procedure to achieve the goal of combining the shape prior and adapting the shape deformation [24] [25] [26] .
A variety of methods have been designed to include the shape knowledge into a graph cut-based formulation. Malcolm et al. [27] proposed an algorithm to incorporate a Bayesian shape prior into the existing interactive graph cuts segmentation methods. The shape model is learned from a set of training examples via kernel principle component analysis and the shape prior is generated by pre-image projection. However, the authors assume only rigid translation, and no rotation or scaling is concerned, which is limited in application. In [28] , a semi-automatic segmentation algorithm is developed by modifying the graph cut segmentation algorithm, and a compact shape prior is introduced, which adds robustness to the algorithm. However, defined with respect to the vertical and horizontal axes, the compact shape prior is not rotationally invariant. It may be restrictive when applied to shapes with high variations. An elliptical shape prior is incorporated in [29] with the disadvantages similar to that of [28] . The shape priors are embedded into the edges weights of graph cuts by using a level set formulation in [30] . The shape can be arbitrary, but it needs an accurate registration of the assumed shape with the target object in the image, which is difficult in itself. Although these researches have shown the effectiveness of shape priors, the limits when faced with shape deformation are obvious too. Furthermore, they do not take the image edge into consideration which is very helpful for image analysis and understanding as well. Edge is very important in object detection and recognition [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . However, for clutter, noisy images, true edges are difficult to extract accurately and edge is often ignored.
In this paper, a shape and edge-driven MRF model is proposed for image object extraction by introducing shape prior and edge to MRF model. The shape template is known and represented by binary image. The shape term is added to the energy function with unary potential function. Image edge can be extracted and converted using distance transformation, and then added to energy function with pairwise potential function. The parameters of MRF model are estimated by maximum-likelihood (ML) method, and the graph cuts method is used for MRF inference. Besides scale, rotation and translation (also known as affine) variations, the shape template can also be slightly deformed or tilted from the target object thanks to an alignment process, and the inaccuracy of shape alignment is allowed as well. The experiment results show that the object can be fully extracted even with cluttered background and occlusion.
The main contributions of the proposed method includes: (i) both shape prior and edge are considered at the same time. The target object can be extracted accurately relying on the shape prior when there is scale, rotation and translation variations between them. With the edge, inaccuracy of shape alignment can be tolerated and more deformation between shape template and target shape is permitted. (ii) The shape alignment procedure is automatic and effective even if the discrepancy of the initial segmented object and the shape template is large.
The organisation of this paper is as follows. In section 2, the shape and edge-driven MRF model for image object extraction is described in detail. In section 3, the algorithm of the shape and edge-driven MRF classification is provided. The experimental results and discussion are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are made in Section 5.
Shape and edge-driven MRF model for image object extraction
Image classification is to assign label to image pixel according to the image features and/or some constraints. Consider an image D and let P = {1, 2, ..., m} be the set of m pixels of the image and L = {l 1 , ..., l n } be the set of n labels. The goal of image classification is to find a mapping φ: P → L that is optimal in some sense. Using the MRF framework, the mapping is defined as a field F = (F 1 , ..., F m ) of random variables defined on the set of pixels P, where F p denotes the random variable associated with the pixel p and takes on a value from the set of labels L.
The possible assignment of the labels to the field of the random variables is denoted by the vector f = ( f 1 , ..., f m ), where f p is the label assigned to the random variable F p . A neighbourhood system of set P is denoted as N = {N p |∀p ∈ P}, where N p is the set of all neighbours of the pixel p ∈ P. It can be a four-or eight-neighbourhoods system for images. Now, MRF is used to model the probability Pr(f |D) of a particular labelling configuration f given the observed image data D. According to the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [36] , an MRF is equivalent to a Gibbs random field and the probability can be represented by the Gibbs distribution
where
is a normalising constant. C denotes the set of cliques. V c ( f c ) represents the potential function defined on clique c, and f c = {f p , p ∈ c}. The corresponding Gibbs energy function is defined as follows
The Gibbs energy function can be further defined by unary potential function V p ( f p ) and pairwise potential function
The unary potential measures the cost or penalty incurred in assigning a label f p to the pixel p given the image. The pairwise potential function measures the cost or penalty incurred in jointly assigning a label f p to the pixel p and a label f q to its neighbour q ∈ N p given the image. The optimal labelling f* can be obtained by maximum a posteriori (MAP) of the MRF. It is equivalent to the labelling result which minimises the Gibbs energy
Note that, in this case, only a single object (foreground/ background) segmentation problem is considered. So that labels L = {0, 1} with label 1 correspond to the foreground object and label 0 corresponds to the background.
Definition of the energy function
The energy function in (4) is only for image-based labelling. To include the shape prior and edge, a new energy function is defined by three terms
(f) and E B (f) are derived from the appearance, the shape prior and edge, respectively. They are expressed as unary or pairwise clique potentials or a combination of both. The definition of each term is presented in turn.
Appearance term:
The first term E A (f) is defined by the appearance of the image and consists of both unary and www.ietdl.org pairwise potentials as follows [37] 
The unary potential V A p f p assigns a label f p ∈ L to the pixel p according to the probability that the pixel p comes from a certain class. Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) is used to model class probability density function (PDF). Each GMM, one for the foreground and one for the background, is taken to be a Gaussian mixture with k components (typically k = 5) [38] . As the brush strokes giving in the beginning for the foreground and background are sparse, the GMMs are mixed with uniform colour models as suggested in [28] .
The unary potential V A p f p is defined as
where i = 0 for background and 1 for foreground. d p denotes the feature vector of pixel p, and α k is an estimate of the weight of the kth Gaussian in the mixture, while α k ≥ 0 and k a k = 1. μ k and Σ k are corresponding to the mean value and the covariance matrix of the kth Gaussian in the mixture. Pr(·) is a Gaussian PDF
Therefore the parameters of the GMMs are θ = (α, μ, Σ). For a given GMM component k in the foreground, the subset of pixels FG(k) = {d p : k p = k and f p = 1} is defined. The mean μ k and covariance Σ k are estimated using ML method. The
, where |S| denotes the size of a given set S.
The larger the probability of a label assigned to a pixel, the smaller the value of the corresponding unary function, and vice versa.
The pairwise potential functionV A pq f p , f q is also known as a smooth term. It is related to both the appearances and the labels of the adjacent pixels p and q in clique. It penalises the discontinuity of the adjacent pixels. If the labels of the adjacent pixels are the same, there is no penalty. Otherwise, the closer the distance and the more similar the appearances of the two pixels, the larger the penalty is. It is expressed as follows
where d p denotes the feature vector of pixel p. dist(p, q) denotes the Euclidean distance of pixels p and q. This term is relevant if the eight-neighhourhoods are used, then not all neighbours are equally close [30] . Here it is ignored with the four-neighbourhoods system. γ A determines the strength of spatial interaction and weights the importance of the pairwise energy. σ I can be regarded as the variance of the noise. g A ( p, q) penalises the discontinuity between the adjacent pixels using a positive value.
Shape term:
The shape template can be represented as binary masks where 1 is object and 0 is background, and it can be treated as discrete pixels. The shape energy term directly penalised the difference between the shape template and the target object. Therefore alignment (will be stated in Section 2.2) is necessary. If shape template is different from the labelling of discrete pixel in p, a penalty will be added. Unary potential function is used to define shape energy term, which is as follows
where c 0 p denotes the shape template value in pixel p. No penalty is added if f p = c 0 p . Otherwise, the shape energy value is increased with the increasing dissimilarity between the shape template and the target object.
Edge term:
The method in [31] is used to extract the edge first. It can accurately detect and localise edge in natural scenes using local image measurements, such as brightness, colour and texture cues. In order to introduce the edge information as potential function, distance transformations are made using the edge extraction result. Compute the Euclidean distance of pixel p and the pixel q on image edge which is the closest to pixel p. If the pixel p is on the image edge, the distance to itself is zero. The edge distance transformation can be represented by symbol B, which can be formed as follows
where B p donates the edge distance transformation value in pixel p. dist( p, q) is the Euclidean distance between pixels p and q as in (11) . Thus, the distance of each pixel and the pixel on the edge that is closest to it has been obtained. If the pixel p is around the image edge, it will take a small value. The closer the pixel is to the edge, the smaller the value B p is, and the probability to be classified to different categories will increase. The edge energy term can be expressed as pairwise potential function as follows
where δ( f p , f q ) is the same to (10) . γ B is similar to γ A in (11 pixels. If the labels of adjacent pixels are different, while the value of edge distance transformation is large, which means these pixels are far away from the image edge, then a larger penalty will be added. If the adjacent pixels labels are the same, there is no penalty. Actually, the penalty is only considered along the object edge, and it is given directly according to the distance of two adjacent pixels and the pixels on the edge, which will lead the results to converge near the edge. Edge can constrain the target object, compensate for the inflexible shape and make the result smoother.
Shape alignment
The geometric relationships between the shape template and the target object may vary locally and/or globally. In order to compute the dissimilarity between them, the shape template should be aligned to the target object first. Different alignment methods can deal with various deformations [39] . Affine transformation can be used when the shape template is translation, rotation and scale varied from the target object. The scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) method [40] is used to find matching points. To certain extent, this approach can keep stability to noisy image as well. The alignment procedure is as follows: first, use the SIFT method to extract features that have close matches between the classified image and shape template. However, the obtained matches are usually rich of outliers (i.e. the wrong matching points). Therefore, in the second step, RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) [41] method is used to remove the outliers and estimate parameters of the affine transformation using the correct matches. Third, the shape template is aligned to the target object image by performing the inverse transformation using the parameters estimated in the second step.
In general, the accuracy of the alignment is largely determined by the selection of matches between the classified image and the shape template. RANSAC is an iterative approach to remove the wrong matching points automatically and accurately. It can find the correct matches even if outliers are more than half of the data [42] . Fig. 1 shows the corresponding points between the classified image and shape template obtained by the SIFT method and those after using RANSAC. It can be clearly find that some wrong matching points have been removed. (1, 0) , the optimal configuration can be found by graph cuts. For the pairwise potential, this condition can be seen as implying that the energy for two labels taking similar values should be less than the energy for them taking different values. Then the optimal labelling can be found in polynomial time by minimisation as mincut problem [43] .
Energy minimisation by graph cuts
Let G = (ν, ε) be the graph constructed for the problem considered here. The set of nodes v consists of two parts: ν = P ∪ {s, t}. P denotes the set of nodes corresponding to the image pixels. s and t are two terminal nodes. S is called source node which represents the object. T is called sink node which represents the background. The set of edges ε consists of two kinds of undirected edges: n-link (which connects the neighbouring image pixels) and t-link (which connects the image pixels to the terminal nodes). Each pixel p has two t-links {p, s} and {p, t} connecting it to terminals s and t, respectively. The weights of the t-links are w sp and w pt . The neighbouring pixels p and q in a clique are connected by n-link and denoted by {p, q} with the weight w pq . Therefore ε = {p, q} ∪ {{p, s}, {p, t}} for p ∈ P, q ∈ N p .
A subset of edges C , ε is called an s/t-cut if the terminal nodes are completely separated in the induced graph G = (ν, ε − C). That means there are no paths from terminal s to terminal t when all edges in the cut are removed. Hence, the cut partitions the nodes into disjoint subsets S and T where s ∈ S and t ∈ T. The cost |C| of the cut is the sum of all edges' weight in C. For a given graph, the minimum cost cut (mincut) can be found by solving an equivalent maximum flow (maxflow) problem [44] .
The weights of the edges are assigned as follows [37] 
3 Shape and edge-driven MRF classification algorithm
The shape prior energy is dependent on the geometric transformations of the shape template and the target object's pose. Hence, the classification procedure is performed in an iterative manner. First, only use the appearance information for classification. Then, extract the image edge and compute the edge distance transformation result B p . Next, retain the appearance energy E A (f) unchanged, add shape and edge Fig. 1 Comparison of corresponding points received by SIFT and after using RANSAC leading the shape of the object close to the shape template and object edge. The final results are insensitive to the initial labels by such an iterative procedure. The procedure of the shape and edge-driven MRF classification algorithm is as follows:
(1) Given initial label f, binary shape template ψ 0 , parameters γ A and γ B and parameter σ I . Extract the edge from the given image, and obtain the edge distance transformation result 
Experiment results and discussion
First, comparisons are made between the results obtained using method in this paper with only appearance and shape prior and Boykov Jolly energy function [37] with no shape prior. The edge is not taken into consideration and parameter γ B is set to zero. It can be set to the same value as γ A if edge is included. The iteration stops once the difference of any two successive labels is <1%. Pixel classification rate (PCR) is used to evaluate the results PCR = number of pixels correctly classified total number of pixels (19) The results of PCR, runtime and the number of iterations are listed in Tables 1, 2 is set to be the average difference of the colour features of two adjacent pixels, so that it can change according to different images in different cases. Fig. 2 shows the variations of parameter γ A and its influence on the segmentation result. From the results, it can be found that the larger γ A is, the smoother the segmentation will be. However, in the noise case, if γ A is too small, the segmentation tends to be very clutter. If γ A is set to be too large, the segmentation result will miss some edge information, which may have effect on finding the corresponding points in the alignment procedure. However, shape prior is introduced to improve the result, so the changes of parameter γ A do not have much influence on the final result. It can be fixed in most case. In the experiment, γ A is set to be 5 for simplicity. Fig. 3a shows four images with complex background, shadow and occlusion. The lighter grey and darker grey brush strokes represent the initialisation for the foreground and background, respectively. Fig. 3b is the shape templates used in the experiment which have affine variation with the true result. All of them have scale and translation variances while the scale factors and translations in x or y of these images is different from each other. Rotation transformation is also added. Figs. 3c-f show the results including classified images and the difference images between the obtained label and the true result for comparing conveniently. Table 1 lists the quantitative results of Fig. 3 . (1)- (4) refer to the four images in Fig. 3a from left to right.
The results from Fig. 3 and Table 1 clearly indicate that the shape prior plays a very important role when there are complex background, shadow and occlusion in image. The occluded object part is classified to the foreground and the cluttered background or shadow with similar colours to the object is misclassified to the object by Boykov Jolly energy function. Although considering the shape prior, a complete object can be obtained even if there are large affine deformations between the shape templates and the target objects. The shape templates can constrain and lead the target to the desired shape. PCR value is obviously improved. Owing to the iteration, the runtime with shape prior is a bit longer than that without shape template. Fig. 4 shows the results of images in noisy circumstance. At the same time, there are shadows and occlusions in the images. Gaussian noise (0, 0.05) is added to the images. The shape templates in Fig. 3b are still adopted. Another two shape templates only have the scale and translation variances. Fig. 4a shows the images to be classified, (3)- (6) refer to the images from left to right, and keep up with the numbers of images in Figs. 3b-e display the classification results. Table 2 lists the quantitative results of Fig. 4 . From these results, it can be found that the shape prior is effective for the noisy image as well. The target object is labelled correctly. Without shape prior, the classification results are largely influenced by the noise added in the image, the occluded parts in background and shadows are classified to the objects. Both the foreground and background have many noise points misclassified. The classification results are improved obviously when using shape prior. The PCR value is dramatically increased, while the runtime is slightly increased. Table 4 lists the estimated affine deformation parameters of shape templates used in Figs. 3 and 4 with noise and compare these estimated results with the true parameters. Images (3) and (4) From the results in Table 3 , it can be found that there are no significant differences between the true affine deformation parameters and those estimated. The alignment between shape template and the classified image is effective. For images (3) and (4), the estimated affine deformation parameters are slightly changed in situations with and without noise, and these slight changes have little influence on the final result.
Although the shape templates have large rotation, scale and translation variances with the target object, only with the help of shape prior, the classification results are obviously improved and the target objects are completely extracted. However, sometimes shape alignment cannot be done accurately when there includes larger affine transformation, and the error rate will be increased, especially along the image edge. In addition, in some cases, if the image background is complex and with similar features to the foreground, it will cause difficulty in extracting accurate and sufficient matching points between shape template and current classified result. Here, the edge information is considered together with the shape prior to help improve the result. Even though the shape alignment cannot be done accurately in some cases, better result can still be obtained.
Figs. 5 and 6 show an example to illustrate the effect of edge information compared with only using shape prior and also compare these results with situations that both shape prior and edge information are included. Fig. 5a gives the images to be classified. (6)- (9) refer to the images from left to right, and keep up with the numbers of images in Fig. 4 . Fig. 5b shows shape templates which have slightly tilted in vertical or horizontal direction inside the image plane and the scaling factor is small. These changes make the shape template slightly different from the target object, which increase the inaccuracy of shape alignment procedure. Fig. 5c gives the edge extracted from images. Fig. 6 displays the classification results of Fig. 5 in four different situations. Each column (a)-(d) represents a situation, respectively. Column (a) displays the results using only appearance. Column (b) shows the results containing both the appearance and shape prior. In column (c), the edge information is included combined with the appearance. Column (d) includes all the three kinds of information, and comparisons are made among them. Table 4 shows the performance of the method, and makes comparisons of the PCR, iteration and running time in four different situations.
From Fig. 6 and Table 4 , it is clear to find that when appearance, shape and edge informations are included, the classification results are obviously improved. PCR is highly increased with slight changes in iteration and running time compared with the cases that appearance and shape prior are used. The tilt in shape template and the small scaling factor cause inaccuracy in shape alignment procedure. Image (9) in Fig. 6b is a failure example when doing shape alignment. It is difficult to find accurate and sufficient matching points between segmentation result and the affine shape template, so the image is badly segmented even shape prior is included. The shape prior does not have good effect on the final result in this case. However, if edge information is included, the result is much better. When only appearance and edge information are considered, the classification result is much smoother, but it may have some misclassified pixels with similar colour, especially the shadows or occlusion. This can be solved by considering the shape prior at the same time. Even it may have some inaccuracy in alignment procedure, shape prior can constrain the target object as a whole, and removes the cluttered background as well. Edge information can reduce the effect of the inaccurate shape alignment and remove some misclassified pixels along the object edge and make it smoother. Fig. 7 gives four images (size: 448 × 296 pixels) from leaves dataset [46] with two different shapes, and these leaves are against different backgrounds with occlusion added manually. Images in each row have similar shapes with slight changes, so the same shape template is used. In addition the shape template with affine transformations is different from the target object to be extracted. Fig. 8 shows the results in four different situations (a)-(d). When appearance, shape and edge informations are all included, the target object can be extracted completely even if there are occlusion, cluttered background and the deformed shape templates. The results of other three cases are not satisfied. Fig. 8b shows that the shape template is slightly changed from the target object, then affect the alignment and further the final result. The occlusion part also has influence on the accuracy of edge extraction and further the final object extract result, which can be seen through the results in Fig. 8c . Table 5 shows the performance of the method, and makes comparison of the PCR, iteration and running time in four different situations.
From the results in Table 5 , it can be seen that the PCR is obviously increased when appearance, shape and edge informations are all contained compared with those in other three situations. The running time is a bit longer than those only have appearance or include edge information because of the iteration. However, there is no obvious difference of the iteration and running time among them.
From the experiments, it can be concluded that shape and edge take effect in object extraction. Especially, under the condition of clutter, occlusion and noise in images, the object can be extracted completely from the image with www.ietdl.org 394 the help of both the shape prior and the edge, which cannot be achieved only depending on the low-level features.
Conclusions
A shape and edge-driven MRF method for image object extraction is proposed in this work. MRF is used as the classification model. The label problem is represented by finding the MAP solution for MRF. It is equivalent to minimise the corresponding Gibbs energy function. The dissimilarity between the shape template and the target object to be extracted is defined as shape energy term adding to the energy function. The edge is converted by distance transformations and introduced to the energy function as well. The final result is obtained via minimising the whole energy function using graph cuts with an iterative manner. The affine difference of the shape template and the target object can be processed by the alignment procedure. The experiment results indicate the significance of the shape knowledge and edge for object extraction. It is powerful especially for images with clutter and occlusion.
Possible directions for further work include incorporating more shape template for multi objects extraction, considering local deformation and more preferable alignment methods for various deformations and complicated images. 
